To get the computer you've always wanted, click here.

Unlock the potential of your computer with the Microsoft Windows 95 operating system, and get the Web the way you want it with Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0.

Get the Web the way you want it with Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 inside.

Now with Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0, which includes Outlook Express so you can easily communicate on the Internet with e-mail.

Cruise the Internet with Windows 95 and Microsoft Internet Explorer.
• High-performance, 32-bit multitasking browser makes your time on the Internet more enjoyable and productive.
• Upgrades of Internet Explorer are downloadable on http://www.microsoft.com/

Utilize today's hottest applications.
• Applications with the "Designed for Windows NT" and "Windows 95" logo give you an easy, exciting, and productive desktop.

Experience the ultimate game platform.
• With AutoPlay, gaming is as easy as placing a CD in the drive and starting to play.
• Revolutionary DirectX® technology gives you great graphics, sound, and video, plus superior input device control and multiplayer capability.

For best performance, look for products that show the Designed for Windows NT and Windows 95 logo. Products with this logo have been thoroughly tested on Windows 95 and Windows NT. This logo means that applications offer easy installation and complete uninstall, hardware products support Plug and Play, and that PCs take full advantage of the latest Windows technologies.
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